Figure 2 - Investigation Stage Planning

Investigation Stage Planning
Relevant books and articles I found.
Use citations.

Academic Online Resources

Keywords

Who will I interview or what will I do for
my field study?

Mark primary (P) and secondary (S) sources

Some students put their audience to the test. A
student researching how color influences marketing
decisions programmed a marketing survey that
uncannily predicted color choices based on the testtaker’s age and gender. Two students advocating for
a therapeutic dog in our school borrowed a golden
retriever “employed” as a campus dog in another
school district. A boy investigating the growing
popularity of food trucks constructed a food truck from
red-painted cardboard, which he used to cook and
serve three varieties of pancakes. Concerning equity
issues in our economically diverse student body, we
required students to fashion projects out of common
school or household supplies or to use iPads dispensed
to all students at the beginning of the school year.
“Reflect” is the last stage of the Stripling Inquiry
Model. In this stage, students reflected on their
learning. Students maintained an Inquiry Journal
from the beginning. Summarizing their learning at the
end, they responded to final reflection prompts, for
example: “What were some of your ‘aha’ moments?”
“What obstacles did you encounter, and how did
you overcome them?” After some debate, the Dream

Team decided to assess projects (there was an
anti-assessment movement) using a rubric rating
four dimensions: Evidence of Quality Research and
Sources, Originality, Organization/Preparedness, and
Works Cited.
Before Capstone Projects, and typical of many
New York middle schools, Hommocks Middle School
concluded with final examinations preceded by weeks
spent preparing for exams. In contrast, our students
now finish middle school practicing inquiry, a lifelong
learning skill, and making learning their own. In
masonry, a capstone is a large stone on top of a
structure holding together the smaller stones beneath.
That’s a fitting metaphor for Capstone Projects:
students complete middle school putting together
the most important lessons we’ve taught them the
previous three years.
Seth Weitzman, Ed.D. was principal of two middle
schools in suburbs of New York City for a total of 27
years.
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